
THE APSIDES OF GENERAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS*

BY

J. L. SYNGE

Part I. Introductory

1. Introduction. In 1897 Hadamardj developed results concerning the

motion of a general dynamical system, based on an examination of the sign

oild2S/dt2, where 5 is a function of the coordinates of the system. By using

the methods of tensor calculus, it is possible to obtain the basis of Hadamard's

results in a very compact way; this is done in the present paper, which then

proceeds to develop further general results by the application of the method.

The paper consists of three Parts. In Part I, the word apse (borrowed from

the theory of central orbits) is given a general definition and general apsidal

properties are deduced from the equations of motion.

Part II deals with radial-apsides, which occur when the geodesic distance

of the system from a fixed configuration has a stationary value, the geodesic

distance being measured in the manifold of configurations with the line-

element defined in equation (5). The particular cases where the manifold is

flat or radially symmetrical are discussed in §6 ; a flat manifold with homo-

geneous potential energy is treated in §7. For a general manifold, radial-

apsides near a position of instantaneous rest (§8), near a position of equi-

librium (§9), and near a pole of the potential energy (§10) are discussed.

Part III deals with potential-apsides. The case of a flat manifold with

homogeneous potential energy is treated in §12. For a general manifold, po-

tential-apsides near a surface of instantaneous rest (§13) and near a position

of equilibrium (§14) are dealt with. The theory of potential-apsides appears

to be less simple than that of radial-apsides.

2. The apsides defined. Let there be a dynamical system with N coordi-

nates x\ Let S be any function of these coordinates. We define an S-apse on a

trajectory to be a configuration where

The function 5 will generally be either a maximum or a minimum at an 5-apse,

and we may distinguish the apsides as follows:

* Presented to the Society, December 28,1931; received by the editors January 12, 1932.

t Sur certaines propriétés des trajectoires en dynamique, Journal de Mathématiques, (5), vol. 3

(1897), pp. 331-387.
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d2S
minimum 5-apse :  - > 0;

dt2

(2)
d2S

maximum 5-apse :-< 0.
dt2

Let us view the apsides geometrically, taking as our space the iV-dimen-

sional manifold of configurations or x-space. We shall refer to a sub-space of

N — 1 dimensions as a surface. The equations

(3) 5 = const.

define a family of surfaces; each surface has a positive side and a negative

side, the positive side of the surface S = C being that for which S>C. An

5-apse is a point at which a trajectory touches one of the surfaces (3), or

where the system is instantaneously at rest. In the latter case the apse is a

point of reversal on the trajectory.

We are of course at liberty to choose the function 5 as we please, but there

are two special choices which claim attention. We shall for simplicity confine

ourselves to holonomic dynamical systems which possess a potential energy

and have no moving constraints (conservative statonomic holonomic sys-

tems). Let V be the potential energy and

(4) T = tatii*±t

the kinetic energy, the usual summation convention being employed. In the

geometry of the space, we shall employ the kinematical line-element given by

(5) ds2 = 2Tdl2 = aijdxHx'.

We shall define a potential-apse or F-apse by (1) with V substituted for S.

The potential-apsides on a trajectory are therefore those points where the

trajectory touches an equipotential surface or where it meets the surface

V = E (E being the constant total energy for the trajectory), since the system

then necessarily comes to rest.

Let O be any fixed point of the #-space, and P a variable point. Let us

write

(6) r = OP, F = \r2,

OP being measured along the geodesic joining these points. We shall define a

radial-apse or P-apse by (1) with F substituted for 5. The radial-apsides on a

trajectory are therefore those points where the trajectory touches one of the

spheres F = const, or where it meets the surface V = E ; if the trajectory passes

through 0, we have also (in terms of the definition) a radial-apse there pro-
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vided that dr/dt does not become infinite; such a point may be regarded as

a point of contact with an infinitesimal sphere.

As we have seen, the apsidal properties of a trajectory refer generally to

the contacts of the trajectory with the surfaces (3), which, in the two special

cases considered, are respectively the equipotential surfaces and the spheres

having O for center. Certain familiar dynamical systems possess simple ap-

sidal properties, notably, a particle in a central field of force depending only

on the distance, the spherical pendulum, and the symmetrical top. In the

classical theory of central orbits, the equipotential surfaces coincide with the

spheres, and the two types of apse are no longer distinct. The same is true

for the spherical pendulum, when treated geometrically with the metric (5),

the point O being one of the two positions of equilibrium of the pendulum, the

highest and lowest points of the sphere. The case of the symmetrical top is

not quite so simple; here each equipotential surface may be described as a

"circular cylinder," being the envelope of a singly infinite family of spheres

of constant radius having their centers on one of two certain closed geodesies

composed of all the configurations in which the axis of the top is directed

vertically upwards, or downwards, respectively. Every potential-apse is

therefore a radial-apse for some suitably chosen center O on one of the closed

geodesies. The systems in question owe their simple apsidal properties to the

simple symmetries which they enjoy.

3. The equations of motion. As regards notation, we shall denote covar-

iant differentiation with respect to the fundamental tensor a¿, merely by the

addition of a subscript. The absolute derivative of a vector X\ defined along

a curve xi = xi(u), where u is any parameter, will be written

8Xi     dXl       ( i)      dxk

(7) -=-+ \     \x>-
8u        du        \jk)        du

If v' denotes the velocity (vi = dxi/dt), the equations of motion are*

Sv*
(8) —- = - V\

8t

The system possesses the integral of energy

(9) v2 = 2(72 - V),

where

(10) v2 = vfi* = 2T.

* On the geometry of dynamics, Philosophical Transactions, Royal Society, (A), vol. 226 (1926),

pp. 31-106. The notation has been altered.
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If 5 is any function of position, we have

dS
(11) — = S{v\

at

d2S tV
(12) -= Si—- + Si^V,

dt2 M

or, by (8) and (9),*
d2S

(13) — = - SiV* + 2(E - V)Sii\i\',
dt2

where X-» is the unit vector tangent to the trajectory, defined by

(14) V = v*/v.

4. The general apsidal properties. Let us write

(15) M*, X, E) = 2(£ - DSo-X'V - SiV\

the notation indicating that it is a function of position, of direction, and of the

total energy, calculated with respect to the function S. We shall call \ps the

S-apsidal function.

By (13), we have

(16) — = Mk,\, E).
dt'

The investigations of Hadamard are based on the following elementary

facts :

(A) If at t = h and if for then during

we have tx^t¿t2 h^ttkh

we have

(i)    dS/dt>0, if's>0, S increases steadily ;

(ii)   dS/dt<0, $s>0, there is at most one 5-apse,

and it is a minimum apse;

(iii) dS/dt > 0, i/'s< 0, there is at most one 5-apse,

and it is a maximum apse;

(iv) dS/dt< 0, yj/s< 0, 5 decreases steadily.

(B) Between two 5-apsides, there must be at least one zero of the 5-apsidal

function \ps-

(C) If at every point of a region R, \f/s is positive [negative] for all directions

X* tangent to the surface 5 = const, through the point, then the only apsides

possible in R are minimum [maximum] apsides.

* Cf. Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 361.
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Hadamard* has given (without proof) geometrical interpretations of the

part of \//s which we have written 5,„XiX». These interpretations are immediate

when the tensor calculus is employed. If we draw a geodesic of the #-space in

the direction X* at a point P, and if p{ is the unit tangent vector of this geo-

desic at any point, then

dS d2S
(17) — = Sut*,   — = SupW,

dsa ds2

so that
/d2S\

08) (~)p - S*».

ds„ being an element of the arc of the geodesic.

Now let X' at P be tangent to the surface S = const, through P, so that

(19) Si\< = 0

at the point. Let us draw a geodesic of S = const, having the initial direction

indicated by A', and let p* be the unit tangent vector of this geodesic. Then,

using the first Frenet formula,

(20) Sip< = 0,    Sii/tV + icSiPix) = 0,

along the geodesic, k being its first curvature (k>0) and ju'o its unit first

normal vector. Let «* be the unit normal to S = const., pointing to the posi-

tive side of the surface, so that

(21) n' = Si/(SjSf)1'2,

and let e = ± 1 according as p\d points to the positive or negative side of

5 = const., so that

(22) Pd) = e»\

Then, taking the second of (20) at the point P (where pi=\i) we have

(23) S.yA'V = - ^(SiS*)112.

We may define the curvature of S = const, for the direction \* to be

(24) k(S, X) = - «,

so that the curvature is positive when the surface is convex on its positive side;

then

(25) SijkW - k(S, X)(5vSi)1/2,

*Loc. cit., p. 362.
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for any direction X{ satisfying (19). We are to remember that 5,,XiX' is posi-

tive when S = const, is convex on its positive side and 5,,XiX; is negative when

S = const, is concave on its positive side. It is easy to remember the sign if we

bear (18) in mind.*

The interpretation of the last term in (15) is simple. If 0 denotes the angle

between the positive normals to 5 = const, and V = const., then

dS   dV
(26) 5,7* = cos BiSiS* ■ F,F01/2 = cos 9-,

dn$ dnv

when dns, dnv denote respectively elements of the arcs of the normals to

5 = const., V = const., drawn from the positive sides.

The research into the apsidal properties of a system resolves itself into a

search for those regions of the #-space in which, for an assigned value of E,

the apsidal function \psi%, X, E) has definitely a positive or negative value for

an arbitrary unit vector X{, or, more particularly, for a unit vector X; tangent

to 5 = const. \ps is, of course, bounded at any point, since

(27) a„W = 1.

The maximum and minimum values of 5i,XiX' at a point for arbitrary

directions are respectively the greatest and least of the roots of the deter-

minantal equation

(28) | Sa - pan | = 0,

which roots are all real. If we are only interested in directions tangential to 5,

we may introduce a special coordinate system in which xN = S and the para-

metric lines of xN are the orthogonal trajections of 5 = const. Then, if Greek

suffixes have a range from 1 to N — 1, we have for any direction X* tangential

to 5 = const.

dV
(29) fsi*, K E) = 2(£ - V)Saß\«\f> - a»»-;

dxN

the maximum and minimum values of 5„sX"Xfl are respectively the greatest

and least roots of

(30) | Sa0 - Paaß | = 0,

which roots are all real.

* The method adopted above differs from the method usually adopted in the discussion of curva-

ture, being more convenient for the present purposes; cf. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry, 1926,

p. 150.
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Every point of the manifold will belong to one of three regions or to the

bounding surfaces between them. These regions are as follows:

(i) The region 2?min, in which ^s>0 at each point for every direction tan-

gent to S = const. Every apse in 2?min is a minimum apse.

(ii) The critical region in which at each point \ps > 0 for some directions

tangent to S = const., and ^s< 0 for other directions tangent to S = const.

The critical region sometimes reduces to a critical surface. When the system

has only two degrees of freedom, and X' is tangential to 5 = const., X* is then

defined (except as to sign), and ^s becomes merely a function of position:

the critical region is then a curve. We shall see later (§6) that when the man-

ifold of configurations is flat, the critical region with respect to radial-apsides

reduces to a surface.

(iii) The region 22mttX, in which ^s< 0 at each point for every direction tan-

gent to 5 = const. Every apse in 2?max is a maximum apse.*

It is to be remembered that the apsidal properties to be discussed apply to

all motions which possess a certain total energy E; when E is altered, the ap-

sidal properties will change, in general.

Part II. Radial-apsides

5. Radial-apsides in general. What precedes does not constitute an ad-

vance, as regards results, on the work of Hadamard; it consists chiefly of a

translation into tensor notation of what is essential to the developments

which follow.

We shall now consider radial-apsides, defined in §2, in terms of the func-

tion F. This function, which I have called the "characteristic function" of the

space, f is, at ordinary points of space, a regular function of the coordinates of

P, O being fixed, and is such that

(31) F i = rph

* When S=V, the regions Rm;n and i?mKt are related to, but not identical with, the attractive

and repulsive regions of Hadamard (loc. cit., pp. 339, 360) ; our regions depend on the value of E;

Hadamard's are independent of E.

t Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 32 (1931), pp. 241-258. At the time

of writing that paper I did not know that this function had already been used by Hadamard in con-

nection with the elementary solution of the general linear partial differential equation of the second

order: cf. Hadamard, Lectures on Cauchy's Problem in Linear Partial Differential Equations, Yale,

1923, p. 89. It has also been employed by H. S. Ruse, Proceedings of the London Mathematical

Society, (2), vol. 31 (1930), pp. 225-230, vol. 32 (1931), pp. 87-92, Proceedings of the Edinburgh
Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 2 (1931), pp. 135-139. This function has long played an important

part in the three-body problem : it is the function which appears in Jacobi's equation and in Sundman's

inequality (cf. Birkhoff, Dynamical Systems, 1927, chapter ix; Whittaker, Analytical Dynamics, 1927,

p. 342).
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where

(32) r = 0P = (2F)1'2,

and p* is the unit tangent vector to OP at P. We have also

(33) {F)° = °' {Fi)° = °' {Fii)° = (ai,)°' {Fiik)° = °'

iFijkijo   =   —   i(Pi*;I +  Riljk)o,

where the covariant derivation is carried out with respect to the coordinates

of P, O being fixed, and the subscript (0) indicates the limit as P tends to 0:

Rijki is .the curvature tensor with respect a,,.* We note that, if X*, p* are two

perpendicular unit vectors at 0, then

(34) (Fo-fcOoX'VpV = - f£(X, p),

where K(K,p) is the Gaussian curvature corresponding to the two-space of the

vectors.

For the discussion of radial-apsides we have (as particular cases of (16)

and (15))
d2F
— = M*. X, E),
dt'

(35) foix, X, E) = 2(£ - F)Pi,XiX' - FiF*

3F
= 2(£ - V)Fi,\i\> - r-,

dr

where d/dr refers to differentiation along the radial geodesic drawn from the

point 0. By (25), we may also write

( dV)
|2(£- V)kiF,\) -— |,(36) M*,\E) =r|2(£- F)*(P

where ¿(P, X) is the curvature of the sphere F = const, for the direction X{,

counted positive when concave towards O. We shall suppose that 0 is an

ordinary point in the region for which V< E. Then it is evident that, for any

assigned value of E,\yF>Q in the neighborhood of 0. Since dV/dr is the in-

ward component of force along the radial geodesic, we may state the following

result :

Theorem I. For motion with total energy E, a region of minimum radial-

apsides with respect to a point O in the region of motion (F< E), not being a pole

of V, extends out from 0, including all those points at which the curvature of the

* The limits of the covariant derivatives of the 5th and 6th orders are also evaluated explicitly

in the paper referred to.
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sphere with center O (counted positive when concave towards 0) is positive and

greater than
1 R

(36a)                                                -,
2 E - V

where R is the component of force towards O along the radial geodesic.

We shall now give a development in series which will be useful later. If P

ranges along a geodesic drawn from 0, and has associated with it a direction

X* which is propagated parallelly along the geodesic as P changes position,

t/'f is a function of r, where r = OP. Expanding \pF in a series, we find, using

(33),

(37) 4>f = a0 + axr + a2r2 + • • • ,

where

do
/dV\

= 2(£- V)o,   ai= -3(-) ,
\dr Jo

/d2V\
a* = - 2(tt) + (£ - V)o(Fiiklkl\i\>pk'pk>)o,

(38) n+2/d"V\        2 (n(n - 1) dn~2V
an=-(-)-\ —-FJiilt,XfXVV*' + • • •

»!    \cW0      nil      2!        dr"~2

+ n-Fi]kl.. .^X'X'm*1 • • • /A-i - (E - V)Fiik,...kn\iVpki ■ ■ ■ pk»\
dr Jo

(n = 3, 4, • ■ • ),

where, as above, p* is the unit tangent vector to the geodesic OP, and the sub-

script (0) indicates evaluation at 0. The coefficients a0, ai are functions only

of the direction of X' at 0; a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ also involve the direction (X')o, which

will be taken perpendicular to OP but otherwise arbitrary. If (p:')o are fixed,

and (Xf)o given arbitrary values, subject to (XiX')o = 0 and (p^o = 0, each of
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these coefficients has a lower and an upper bound, which we may denote by

a single and a double accent respectively. Thus we have

(39) a0 + air + a2V + • • ■ á Í>f á öo + axr + a2'V + • • • .

As we pass out from O along a radial geodesic, we start in a region Pmin,

which extends up to and perhaps beyond the surface whose polar equation is

(40) a0 + axr+ air2 + ■ ■ ■ = 0;

we then pass into the critical region, from which we emerge into the region

Pmax before or when we cross the surface

(41) ao + axr + ai'r2-]-= 0.

The surfaces (40), (41) include, but are not necessarily the bounding surfaces

of, the critical region in which the apsides may be of either type. We observe

that when the space is flat (so that the P's in (38) all vanish), the surfaces

(40) and (41) coincide and the critical region reduces to a critical surface. We

shall discuss this in the next section.

6. Radial-apsides for flat manifolds and for radial manifolds. Let us note

a remarkable property of flat manifolds, for which it is known that

(42) Fa = aii.

We have then

(43) M*, X, E) = 2(£ - V) - FiV\

or

dV
(44) Mx, \,E) = 2iE-V)-r-,

dr

d V/dr being taken along the geodesic OP. We observe that, in this case, xpF

does not depend on \u. it is mere function of position. Flat manifolds of con-

figurations are of considerable dynamical importance; they include the mani-

fold corresponding to a system consisting of any number of free particles. We

may state the following theorem :

Theorem II. If the manifold of configuration is flat, and r represents the

geodesic distance from a fixed point O, all the points at which r can take a mini-

mum value in the course of a motion with total energy E are situated in the region

Pmin, for which

dV
(45) iF m 2(P - V) - r-> 0,

dr
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and all the points at which r can take a maximum value are situated in the region

2?max for which

dV
(46) }, =. 2(22 - V) - r- < 0,

dr

the two regions being separated by a critical surface or surfaces

dV
(47) fa =- 2(E - V) - r-= 0.

dr

I have defined a radial manifold* as one possessing geometrical isotropy

with respect to a point 0. It is characterised by a single function/(r), which

is the ratio of the normal distance r\ between neighboring radial geodesies at

a distance r from O to the infinitesimal angle 8<p between their initial direc-

tions at 0, so that

(48) „ = f(r)8^>.

(A manifold of this type is associated with the motion of a particle on a

smooth surface of revolution.) For such a manifold, we have

f'(r)
(49) ru = J-^-(aij - nr,),

f(r)

and therefore, since

(50) IF = r2, F i = m, F a = rn, + nr¡,

we have

rf < > rf      / rf'\
(51) FiyX'X' = -j-{ 1 - (r^)2\ + (r,X02 - -y- + ( 1 - -~) (r^)2.

At a point P the maximum value of (r¿X02 is 1, corresponding to the direction

of OP at P, and also to the reversed direction; the minimum value is zero,

corresponding to a direction perpendicular to OP. Thus for directions at P

tangential to F = const., we have

(52) *,(*, X, E) = 2(72 - V) rf'/f - F¿F¡

= r{2(E- V)f'/f- dV/dr}.

* Hodographs of general dynamical systems, Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, (3),

vol. 25, Section III (1931), p. 132; the radial manifold includes the manifold of constant curvature

as a special case.
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Accordingly we may state the following result :

Theorem III. If the manifold of configuration is radial with respect to 0,

and r represents the geodesic distance from 0, all the points at which r can take

a minimum value are situated in the region Rmiafor which

(53) 4>F = 2iE- V)f'/f - dV/dr > 0,

and all the points for which r can take a maximum value are situated in the region

Rme.x for which

(54) f, m 2(£ - V)f'/f - dV/dr < 0,

the two regions being separated by a critical surface or surfaces

(55) 2(£ - V)f'/f - dV/dr = 0.

It should be remarked that, while dV/dr is a function of position, it is not,

of course, a function of r only in general.

For a flat space, f=r, and Theorem III reduces to Theorem II.

7. Radial-apsides for flat manifolds with homogeneous potential energy.

Supposing the manifold of configurations to be flat, let us take normal co-

ordinates such that

(56) T = èJOc1)2 + (x2)2 + • • • + ix»)2}.

Let the point O be the origin of the coordinates. We have then

(57) F = er2 = h{(x1)2 + (x2)2 +■■■ + (x*)2}.

Let us suppose that F is a homogeneous function of degree n in these

coordinates. (The arbitrary constant always associated additively with V is

therefore chosen to make V vanish at infinity if n < 0 and to make V vanish

at O if n >0.) We have then

dV
(58) xl — = nV,

dx*
and, since Fi = Fi = xi,

dV
(59) FiVi = r-= nV.

Or

As we proceed along a radial geodesic, we have

(60) V = Ar"

where A is a constant along the geodesic, but changesin general when we pass

to a different radial geodesic. The systems under consideration might have

been defined by the invariant relation (59), or by (60).
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As we pass out along a radial geodesic from 0, the ratios of the coordinates

remain fixed, and consequently, since F, are homogeneous of degree (« — 1) in

the coordinates, we may put

(61) Vi = Bir«-\

where Bt is a constant vector for an assigned radial geodesic; by (59) and (60),

(62) BiF' = nAr.

Thus, along an assigned radial geodesic, the direction of the intensity ( — V')

remains parallel to a fixed direction, and the magnitude of the intensity

(F,F*)1/2 varies asr"-1. By (59), the intensity at P makes an acute angle with

OP if n V is negative, an obtuse angle if » F is positive, and a right angle if nV

is zero.

For a system of the type considered we have, by (44) and (59),

(63) yV(x, X, E) = 2(E - V) - nV - 2JS - (» + 2)V.

The critical surface, which separates minimum-apsides from maximum-

apsides, is therefore, if it exists, the equipotential surface

2£
(64)

n+2

The fact that the kinetic energy cannot be negative restricts the motion

to the region for which

(65) E - V > 0.

This inequality may, of course, be satisfied throughout the whole manifold,

in which case there is no restriction. In order that the critical surface (64)

may lie in the region in which (65) is satisfied, it is necessary and sufficient

that
nE

(66) -^ 0.
n + 2

Let us suppose that E is assigned, and that, travelling a distance rE along

a geodesic from 0, we encounter the surface V = E. If the potential energy is

F at a point on the same geodesic at a distance r from 0, we have

F       r"
(67) - = — •

E       rE"

Hence the critical surface \p = 0 has the polar equation

ki/»

(68)
\» + 2/
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The critical surface is therefore generated from the surface V = E by a uni-

form expansion with respect to O in the ratio

(69)
\n+2/

of which we note the values in the two important cases n = — 1 and n = 2 as

respectively
1 1

(70) p-1 = y   P2 = ^7¡'

Since, in the classical theory of small oscillations, the manifold is flat and

the potential energy homogeneous of the second degree, to the order con-

sidered, we may state the following remarkable result:

Theorem IV. When a system performs small oscillations about a position of

stable equilibrium, with total energy E, there exists inside the equipotential ellip-

soid V = E, beyond which the system cannot pass, another equipotential ellip-

soid, similar and similarly situated, with axes reduced in the ratio 1:21/2, such

that all the minimum radial-apsides with respect to the position of equilibrium

are situated inside this ellipsoid, and all the maximum radial apsides in the

homoeoid bounded by this ellipsoid and V = E.

Before proceeding to a classification, according to the value of the degree

of homogeneity n, we may state our general results in the following form :

Theorem V. When a system with aflat manifold of configurations and a po-

tential energy V, which is homogeneous of degree n in the normal coordinates,

moves with a total energy E, the critical surface which divides the regions of mini-

mum and maximum radial-apsides has the equation

222

(7D y = -r?n + 2

for all directions in which geodesies from O meet the surface V = E, the critical

surface is generated by measuring off from O along such geodesies, a distance

equal to the distance from O to V = E, multiplied by the constant p„, given by

(69) ; the polar equation for the critical surface has the form (68).

It seems best to classify the results according to the value of n. We shall

accordingly consider the five cases:

(a) n < — 2. Example: a particle under a central force, varying as the in-

verse fourth power of the distance (n = — 3).

(b) n = — 2. Examples: a particle under a central force, varying as the in-

verse cube of the distance; an electrified particle moving under the attraction

of a fixed dipole.
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(c) — 2 < n < 0. Examples: a particle under a central force, varying as the

inverse square of the distance; the two-body problem; the three-body prob-

lem (n = — 1 in each case).

(d) » = 0. Trivial examples: a free particle; a lamina moving on a smooth

plane under no forces. Examples: a particle in a plane acted on by a force

perpendicular to the radius vector, of magnitude ik cos 8)/r, where 6 is the

polar angle; a particle in a plane under a transverse force k/r (since F is

multiple-valued, a Riemann surface must be taken for the manifold of con-

figurations).

(e) 0< n. Examples: a particle under gravity on a smooth circular cone

with axis vertical (n = 1) ; a particle in a plane under a central force varying

as the distance (n = 2); small oscillations about equilibrium (approximate

theory) (n = 2) ; small oscillations about the lowest point of a smooth surface

whose equation is z = xi+yi (approximate theory) (n = A).

A systematic treatment is assisted by a diagram (Fig. 2). Let us take

rectangular coordinates to represent E and V. To any given state of the

system there will correspond a point on the (E, V) plane: but, of course, to a

point on the plane there will correspond a multiplicity of states. If we are

told the state of a system at an instant, the points on the (E, V) plane cor-

responding to its subsequent history will lie on a line E = const. These lines

(drawn in the figure) are bounded above by the line E— F = 0. The portion

of the plane above this line is forbidden to the system, and is therefore left

blank. Other portions may also be forbidden. For example, the potential en-
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ergy may be negative throughout, as in the three-body problem. We would

then have to leave blank the whole of the plane above V = 0.

As to the position of the line \pF = 0 or (71), we observe that it passes into

the region E — V > 0 as follows :

into the fourth quadrant if n < — 2 ;

into the third quadrant if — 2<«<0;

into the first quadrant if 0<«.

These regions are indicated in the figure.

It follows from (63) that the region lying to the right of the ray \pF = 0

(drawn into the shaded region) is 2?mm (the region of minimum 27-apsides) ;

that to the left is 2?max (the region of maximum 2?-apsides).

The figures which follow illustrate the five cases considered. When the

motion may be oscillatory, the corresponding line E = const, is marked-;

I <l>r = 0

Fig. 3

»<-2.
(»= — 3 shown.)

when the motion can have at most one apse, the line is drawn full ; whether it

is a maximum or minimum apse will be determined by the infinite sector

(2?max or 2?min) in which it is contained. A motion with at most one apse may

be called "non-oscillatory."

If, when a portion of the plane has to be excluded on account of special

knowledge (e.g. V< 0), the excluded portion contains the line \pF = 0, then the

lines marked-in the part of the figure not left blank must be changed to

full lines to indicate non-oscillatory motion.
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E-V-0

1^ = 0

Fig. 5
-2<»<0.

(»= — 1 shown.)

Fig. 6

»=0.

Fig. 7

0<».
(n = 2 shown.)
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An interesting feature of the foregoing diagrams is that it is possible to

proceed so far with the classification without differentiating between attrac-

tive and repulsive fields. But a field that can be called "attractive" or "re-

pulsive" is of quite a special character. In the general case, the field of force

will be attractive for some radii drawn from O in the configuration space and

repulsive for others. Thus if «>0, we shall have V = 0 at O, and at infinity

one of the three values V=— <x>, 7 = 0, F = +oo according to direction. In

the case of any number of bodies, attracting or repelling one another accord-

ing to the inverse square law, we have »= — 1, and F = 0 at infinity in both

cases : for attraction V < 0, and for repulsion V > 0. Thus the diagrams for

these two cases are as follows:

£-K = 0

F = 0

fF = 0

f = 0

Fig. :

E-V = 0

F=co

Fig. 9
Any number of bodies repelling one another

according to the inverse square law («= — 1).

Any number of bodies attracting one an-

other according to the inverse square law

(n=-l).

An important class of motions consists of those for which F = const. It in-

cludes the circular orbits under central forces and the steady motions in the

three-body problem, the point 0 corresponding to coincidence of the bodies

at their common center of mass, supposed stationary. For such motions we

must have ipF = 0 permanently, and since, except in the case n = — 2, the line

1^ = 0 cuts E = const, at one point only, V must be constant for such a mo-

tion. Hence we may state the following result:

Theorem VI. For a system with aflat manifold of configurations and a po-

tential energy homogeneous of degree n(n¿¿ —2) in the normal coordinates, any
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motion for which the distance from O is constant (every point a radial-apse) must

take place on the equipotential surface given byipF = 0 or

2E
(71) \

n + 2

If n= —2, such motions must possess zero total energy (£ = 0).

It is perhaps not out of place here to point out a geometrical reason why

the problem of three bodies belongs to a class different from that of the prob-

lem of two bodies. In each case, making O correspond to complete collision

at the center of mass, supposed at rest, the motions take place in flat sub-

manifolds of 9 — 3 = 6 and 6 — 3 = 3 dimensions, respectively. From the fixa-

tion of the center of mass it is possible to express V for the two bodies as a

function of F. Hence the equipotential surfaces F = const, are spheres

F = const., and we are dealing with the generalised case of a particle under a

central force depending only on the distance. In the case of the problem of

three bodies, the surfaces F = const, and F = const, no longer coincide: we

have to deal with the generalisation of the motion of a particle in a plane

under a force which is not central, but has a transverse component.

8. Radial-apsides for motion near a position of instantaneous rest. Let us

now return to the general case, in which the manifold of configurations is no

longer flat, and in which there is no restriction on the form of the potential

energy.

A position of instantaneous rest mus.t lie on the surface V=E. Let us

choose such a position as the point O, from which F is measured. The F-

apsidal function (35) is

dV
(72) +r = 2(£ - V)Fi]\i\' - FiV* = 2(£ - V)Fij\i\'' - r-,

dr

where, it will be remembered, X* is the unit tangent vector to the orbit,

r = OP, and d/dr denotes differentiation along OP.

Let us investigate the value of \yF at P. Let p* be the unit tangent vector
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at P to the geodesic OP. By propagating X; parallelly along OP, we can assign

to each point of OP a definite value of \pF corresponding to an assigned direc-

tion X' at P. We can then develop \pF as a power series in r, provided that P is

sufficiently close to 0 to ensure the convergence of the series. Thus we find

(73) ypF = axr + a2r2 + a3r3 + • • • ,

where the coefficients are found by putting (E— V)o = 0 in (38), being there-

fore

~dr~)o
ax = - 3(Vipi)o = - 3 (

/d2V\
fl2= -2(Viipip>~)o = -2f—r) ,

\dr2 /o

5/d3V\        /dV V
<,4> '■--7(^-tfw'x'w)</

« + 2 /dnV\

»!    \drn/o

nl\

n(n - 1) dn~2V

-T- -T^i ^m2VX W +

dV )
+ n-Fijk,.. .knJ^ip* ■ ■ ■ /A-i \ (n = 4, 5, • • • ),

dr Jo

where the subscript (O) indicates evaluation at 0. We observe that the first

two terms are independent of the curvature of the manifold, as represented

by Fijklk„ etc. As we go out along the normal to the surface V = E into the

region of motion (V <E), we have'

(75)
\dr/o

Therefore ai is positive for this direction, and therefore \j/F > 0 on the geodesic

normal to V = E, in the vicinity of O. This is true, not only for the normal, but

for every other geodesic drawn from 0 into the region V<E, provided that it

lies on the same side of the tangent geodesic surface at 0. Thus the critical

region, if it extends up to O, must reduce at O to a surface touching V = E

there.
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<i>,>0

V<E

V_£
V>E

Fig. 11

/ ;*>«>/v-b

V>E

Fig. 12

Let us examine the sign of x[/F on F = E near 0. If P is on F=E, then

/dV\ 1 /d2V\

(76) 0-(it)/+t(w/+- "'

adding this equation, multiplied by 3, to (73), we get

1 /d2V\

<"> *»--t(í?).-+-'

showing that ^ has the opposite sign to id2V/dr2)0. Three cases may arise

as to the nature of the surface V = E at O :

(i) The surface F = E is convex towards the region of motion (F <£), for

every tangential direction at O (Fig. 11); then (32F/dr2)o<0 for every tan-

gential direction at O, and hence ^>0on the surface F = E near O and in the

part of the region V<E near 0. The critical region near O in fact lies on the

side F > E, and does not affect the motion. Hence the region V < E near O is

a region of minimum P-apsides, and this region extends to the surface having

the polar equation

(78) ai + a2r + a3 r2 + ■

where ai, ai, ■ ■ ■ are the lower bounds of a3, at, ■ ■ ■ for arbitrary directions

X* at 0, perpendicular to the direction in which the geodesic along which r is

measured is drawn ; the more distant boundary of the critical region lies not
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further from O than the surface having the polar equation

(79) ai + a2r+a3"r2+ ••• = 0,

where a3", ai', • • • are upper bounds.

(ii) The surface V = E is concave towards the region of motion (F< E),

for every tangential direction at O (Fig. 12); then (d2F/oV2)o>0 for every

tangential direction at 0, and hence T'f-<0on the part of the surface V = E

near 0. As we pass through the region F < E from a point on V = E to a point

on the normal, \pF changes sign from — to +. Accordingly there is a critical

region in V < E, whose bounding surfaces (represented by the dotted lines in

Fig. 12) both touch V = E at 0, and which is contained between the surfaces

(78), (79). The region of minimum P-apsides is that which contains the nor-

mal to V = E at 0, and the region of maximum P-apsides is the narrowing

region adjacent to F = E.

(iii) The surface F = E is convex towards the region of motion (F < E) for

some tangential directions and concave for others. A critical region will exist

in V<E in the neighborhood of O, but only approaching O in those sections

which have their concavity towards V <E.

The above circumstances are easily illustrated by a particle on a smooth

sphere under gravity, or a particle in a plane attracted to a center by a force

varying as the distance. These being two-dimensional systems, the critical

region is a curve, which in the latter case is a circle touching the circle F = E

internally at 0, and having a diameter equal to 3/4 of the diameter of the

circle V = E.

9. Radial-apsides for motion near a position of equilibrium. Taking O at a

position of equilibrium, we have

(80) iVi)0 = 0,

and therefore

/dV\
<81) ( * ). - °'

for every geodesic drawn from 0. By (35),

OF
(82) vV = 2EFij\i\> - 2VFij\tk> - r-

dr

Let us assume, without loss of generality, that F vanishes at 0, so that

(83) iV)0 = 0.

Then, expanding \pF, we obtain
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(84) *, - 22(a0 + a2r2 + a3r3 +••■) + b2r2 + b3r3 + • • • ,

where

do = 2,

a» =(Fiik¡kí\i\ip^pk')o,

2
an = —(Fiiki ■ ■ kWp"1 • • ■ M*»)o (n = 3, 4, • • • ) ;

»!

<85) »--tuo.-
1 /d*V\        1 /¿>2F \

i'--TW)<,-TtF*'"-vx'''v,')()'

b'-~i{
2 In+ 2 dnV     n(n - 1) dn~2V

2      er^-^r-ô^^^^^---

n(n - 1) d2V )
+- —- Fijkl.. .^,XV/i*» • ■ ■ p"«^ >        (n = 5, 6, • ■ • ) ;

2 !        dr2 Jo

where, as before, the subscript (O) indicates evaluation at 0, X* is propagated

parallelly along the geodesic OP, and /i* is the unit tangent vector to the geo-

desic.

Having assigned the unit vector (X¿)o, then, as we pass out along a geo-

desic from O, ypF is a function of r only. ipF starts with the value 222. If it

vanishes for some value of r, we shall have, for that value of r,

,„,x ~ b2 + b3r + ■ ■ ■
(86) E = - r2 —- •

0o + a2r2 + • • •

E can be expanded in a power series in r, which will start with the power r2

if ¿2 ̂0, and with the power r3 if b2 = 0, £»3^0. Let us assume that

/d2V\
(87)

/d2V\

'■-"'(Wo*0'
for the geodesic under consideration. We have then from (86)

(88) E = r2(cQ + cir + c2r2 +•••),

where

(89) co= - b2/ao = (d2V/dr2)0.
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Let us first consider the case where O is a position of stable equilibrium, and

/dW\m UO. > °
for all geodesies from 0. We shall consider only motions which pass into the

surrounding region, F >0; for these motions 7£>0. Equation (88) then gives

<91) (i)'"-±'(1+Tr+ •)•

This series has only one reversion which gives a positive r tending to zero as E

tends to zero. It will be of the form

(92) ' = (-)      1 + <M— )     +*—+••■.
\co/    L \co/ co J

Here the coefficients dx, d2, ■ ■ ■ depend only on the initial direction of the geo-

desic at O and the initial values (X¿)o. Their values are most easily found by

substitution in the equation

(93) £(a0 + a2r2 H-) + cV2 + b3r3 -\-=0.

We find, for the first two coefficients, remembering (34),

)„■

5 /dW/dr*

1 ~       24\d2F/cV2
(94)

1 125 /d3V/dr3\2        1  /a4F/ôr4\
d2=-iKi\p))o +-(—4-)-(—T—) •

12 1152\r32F/cW0      l6\d2V/dr2J

The region F< E may contain critical regions other than that which is

yielded by consideration of (92) ; but they will not tend to O as £ tends to

zero, and therefore may be excluded from the region F< E by making E

sufficiently small. To obtain these other regions, we note that, as E tends to

zero, then for an assigned geodesic from O and assigned (X*)o, \pF tends to

zero for those values of r which satisfy

(95) h + b3r + bir2 + ■ ■ ■ = 0.

If r = ri is a solution of this equation, the value of r for which \pF = 0 will have

an expression of the form

(96) r = n + exE + e2E2 + ■ ■ ■ ,

where rx, ex, e2, ■ ■ ■ depend only on the direction of the geodesic at O and the
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unit vector (X*)o perpendicular to that direction. The corresponding critical

region lies between the surfaces

(97) r = r{ + el E + el E2 + ••■,

(98) r = r{' + e{'E + e2n' E2 + ■ ■ ■ ,

where r{, e{, e¿, • • • , rV, el', el', • • ■ denote respectively minimum and

maximum values for arbitrary choice of the unit vector (X% perpendicular

to the geodesic at 0. We may state the result

Theorem VII. When a system performs finite oscillations about a position

of stable equilibrium O (for which V = 0 and (90) is true), the total energy E being

sufficiently small but finite, the region V<E contains a single critical region,

lying between the surface whose polar equation is

/E\ll2r /22y/2 E /£\3'2 "I
(99) r = (-)    \l+dx(-)     +dl- + dl(-)     +•••    ,

\Co/    L \c0/ Co \Co/ J

and the surface whose polar equation is

(100) r = (-J      1 + cU-)     +dl'-+dl'(~)     +•••    ,
\Co/    L \co/ Co \co/ J

where cQ = (d2V/dr2)0, a\ is given by (94) and dl, d3 , • ■ ■ , dl', d3', ■ • • are

respectively minimum and maximum values of certain quantities d2, d3, ■ ■ ■

which depend on the initial direction of the geodesic along which r is measured

and an arbitrary unit vector (X')o perpendicular to this direction. All the radial

apsides with respect to O which lie on the side of the critical region adjacent to O

are minimum apsides, and those on the side remote from O are maximum apsides.

For larger values of E, the region F<22 may contain critical regions

bounded by surfaces of the type (97), (98).

We note that, as E tends to zero, the part of each geodesic from O con-

tained in the critical region limited by (99) and (100) tends to zero as 233/2.

The thickness of the critical region is therefore of the order of 223/2. On the

other hand the critical regions connected with (97) and (98) may have a finite

thickness, not tending to zero with E.

Let us now consider briefly the case where O is a position of unstable equilib-

rium, so that for some or all of the geodesies drawn from O

(ioi) y„ <a-

We have to consider two cases (i) 22 >0, (ii) 22 < 0.
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When E>0, we obtain, as before, for those directions at O for which

(ô2F/3r2)o>0, a critical region lying between the surfaces (99) and (100)

respectively, and also critical regions bounded by (97) and (98), not tending

to O as £ tends to zero, and therefore excluded from V<E when E is small

enough. For those directions for which (32F/óV2)o<0, and therefore c0<0,

no value of r which satisfies (88) will tend to zero as E tends to zero. For geo-

desies drawn in such directions, the only critical regions will lie between sur-

faces of the type (97), (98). We have still to consider geodesies for which

(102) UO. - °'

which lie on the cone defined by

(103) (Fí;pV)o = 0.

Returning to (86) and (88), we have, connecting E and the distance r to a

point at which \¡/F = 0, the equation

(104) E = r3icx + c2r + c3r2 + ■■■)

where

12 \dr3Jo S\dr*Jo
(105)

7   /d6V\ 1 /d3V \

Let us leave out of consideration directions satisfying simultaneously (102)

and

(106) (p

If

/d3V\ /d2V\

(m     y„>o' ud-°' e>°-
then (104) can be reverted to give r in the form

/PV'T /P\1/3        /PA2" I
(108, ,-(-)   [!+/,(-)    +/,(-)     +...J,

there may also be points which do not tend to O as £ tends to zero, given by

an equation of the form

(109) r = n + gx E + g2E2 + ■ • • .
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where fi is such that

(110) ¿3 + Vi + hrx2 + • • • = 0,

and fi, gi, gi, • • ■ depend only on the initial direction of the geodesic at O

and on (XOo- On the other hand, if

/d3V\ /d2V\

(111) b)„<0- u0„-* £>0'
there is (since r>0) no reversion of (104) which tends to zero with E.

We have still to consider the case where 22< 0. Turning to (88), we see at

once that if (d2V/dr2)o>0, then there is no critical region which tends to O

as 22 tends to zero.* The critical region for such directions will lie between

(97) and (98). If (d2V/dr2)0< 0, then there is a critical region which tends to

O as £ tends to zero, and it lies between the surfaces (99) and (100). The

cases where (d2F/dr2)o = 0 may be dealt with in the same manner as before.

Defining an adjacent critical region as one which tends to O as £ tends to

zero, and a remote critical region as one which does not tend to O as E tends

to zero, we may state the following result :

Theorem VIII. When a system moves with total energy E in the neighbor-

hood of a position of unstable equilibrium O (F = 0), then

(i) there exists an adjacent critical region in those directions for which

E(d2V/dr2)o>0 and in those directions for which (d2V/dr2)o = 0, E(d3V/dr%

>0, but not in those directions for which E(d2V/dr2)0< 0 nor in those for which

(d2V/dr2)o = 0, E(d3V/dr3)0< 0;

(ii) in those directions for which an adjacent critical region exists, it lies be-

tween the surfaces (99) awo" (100) if (d2V/dr2)o^0, and, if (d2V/dr2)o = 0,

between the surfaces

/£\1/3r /£\1/3 /£\2'3 n

where Ci is given in (105) and fl, fl, ■ ■ ■ ,fl',fl', • ■ ■ are respectively mini-

mum and maximum values of the coefficients fi, ft) • • • in (108) ;

(iii) for directions for which (d2V/dr2)o9i0, remote critical regions corre-

spond to solutions of (95), and lie between the surfaces (97), (98). For directions

for which (d2V/dr2)o = 0, (dW/d^o^O, remote critical regions correspond to

solutions of (110), and lie between surfaces similarly obtained.

* Since £<0 and E—V>0, V must be negative. Hence motion is impossible in the region near

O reached by geodesies for which (d2V/dr2)o>0.
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10. Radial-apsides for motion near a pole of the potential energy. Let us

investigate the radial-apsides in the neighborhood of 0, which is a pole of V.

We shall assume that, in some conical region R, having its vertex at O, F may

be written
U

(114) F =-    im > 0),
Y m

where U can be expanded in a power series in r along each radial geodesic in

R; U will in general be multiple-valued at 0. (This will be the case in the

problem of three bodies, for example, if the region R, whose vertex O is at a

position of triple collision, excludes all displacements in which two of the

bodies move off in coincidence; U is a constant along each radial geodesic and

m = 1 for this case.) We have

dV
y¡>F = 2(£ - V)Fij\i\' - r—-,

(115) dr

= 2£F<,XiX> H-,

where
dU

(116) $ = - 2UFip\i\' - r-h mil.
dr

Accordingly in R
1

(117) *F = £(a0 + a2r2 + a3r3 +••■)+ — (&o + ¿V + b2r2 H-).

where the values of a0, a2, a3, • • • are as given in (85), and

&„=(»- 2)(U)o,

/dU\

>x«(«-3)(-)o>

m - A/d2U\
b2 =-(—- )   - (WW.X'Vp.V'Oo,

2      \dr2/o

(118) m- n- 2 /dnU\ 2 Lnin - I)   d"-2U
bn =- )-{- -Fi^XVp-V2 H-

»!        VcWo      »!l      2! dr-2

dU 1
+ n-Fijk¡...k   X'X'p*1 • ■ • P*-i + Z7Fi/4l...t XVp*« • • • pK \

dr ) o

in = 3, 4, • • • )

where (t7)o and the derivatives depend on the direction of the radial geodesic

at 0. Here, as before, the vector X' is propagated parallelly along the radial

geodesic OP, and pi is the unit tangent vector to OP.
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At any point P the generalized force is

V      mUp1
(119) -Vi=-+

rm+l

The outward component of force along the geodesic is

Uip*      mil
(120) -V%=-+ -—•

As r tends to zero, the sign of this quantity is that of (U)0. Let us confine our

attention to attractive fields of force, for which

(121) (U)o < 0,

for all directions (p*)0 in R. Inspection of (118) shows that m = 2 is an im-

portant critical case (as we might have suspected from the results of §7), for

the sign oim — 2 now determines the sign of b0.

For a given value of E, the sign of ipF in a region sufficiently close to O

(and, of course, belonging to R, as is always understood) is that of b0. Ac-

cordingly we may state the following result :

Theorem IX. When the potential energy is of the form (114), and the force

near O is attractive in a conical region R, then for given total energy E, all radial-

apsides near O in R are minimum apsides if m < 2 and maximum apsides if

m>2.

If m = 2, the apsides near O in R are minimum or maximum according as

(dU/dr)0 is negative or positive for the direction of the geodesic drawn to the

adjacent position in question.

If ypF = 0 at a point P, then, by (117), we have

1 a0 + a2r2 + a3r3 + • • •

(122)
£ ¿o + bxr + b2r2 + • • •

In connection with the series development, the case of principal interest is

that in which E is negative and very large. This would arise if the system were

to start from rest at a position adjacent to O. Since a0 = 2, we can revert (122)

to obtain a value of r tending to zero as E tends to — co only if the first of the

b coefficients is positive. Let us, then, assume that m<2, so that ¿>0>0. Any

critical regions which do not tend to O as £ tends to — oo will in the limit con-

sist of points for which Fil\{Ki = 0, and at which, therefore, the sphere with

center O possesses asymptotic directions. Such regions will be contained be-

tween surfaces with polar equations of the form
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(123) ao + a2'r2 + a3'r3-r- • • • = 0,

(124) a0 + a2'V + a3'V+ • • • = 0,

where ai ,a3 , • • • , ai', a3", ■ • • represent respectively minimum and maxi-

mum values for arbitrary choice of the unit vector (X')o, perpendicular to

(p^o- Such critical regions will lie outside the region of motion (F<£) if £

is made sufficiently large and negative.

Let us now consider the critical region which tends to O as £ tends to — °o.

Equation (122) gives

(-£)'

l/m

(125) I    ~        = r(l + cir + c2r2 +■■■),

where

(126)

bx m - 3    / I   dU

mba m(m — 2) \ U   dr

c^W^_h\ + m+1/bA2

m V 2        bo/        2m2  \bo/

I

+

K(\ p) m - 4     / 1   d2U\

3(m - 2)      2m(m - 2) \ U dr2 )0

im+ l)(w - 3)2/ 1   aZ7\8! / 1   dU\2

YÜ IrU2m\m - 2)2

Accordingly we have, for that value of r which tends to zero as £ tends to

-co,

r = ( _ (m-2)iU)0y«r        d   / _ jtn - 2)jU)o\U»

(127)
/      im- 2)iU)o\2lm

+ d-
/ _ jm - 2)iU)o\2i'» "I

V 2£        )     + "'J'
,i_d_uy

m(m — 2) \ U   dr Jo

K(\, p)           m - 4     / 1   d2U\
(128) d» = 2ci* -a=   ,    '+—:-:(-)
v 3(m-2)      2m(m - 2)\U dr2)o

where
m — 3

di= — c\ =

(m-3)3    /l   dU\2

- 2)2\Ü ~dr~U2m2(m
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We may state the following result:

Theorem X. When the potential energy is of the form (114), and the force

near O is attractive, there will exist a critical region which tends to O as E tends

to — oo if m < 2. Such critical regions are contained between surfaces whose polar

equations are of the form (127), the quantities d2, d3, • ■ • being replaced first by

their minimum values (for arbitrary unit vectors \' at 0, perpendicular to the

direction of the geodesic along which r is measured) and then by their maximum

values. The thickness of the critical region is of the order [ 221_3/m.

If m = 2, the existence of a critical region, tending to 0 as 22 tends to — oo,

demands that bx be positive, bo being zero if m = 2. Instead of (125), we shall

now have an equation of the form

bx
(129)- = r(l + ar + e2r2 +•••),

2£

from which we obtain, instead of (127), an equation of the form

1   /dU\ T 1   /dU\ ( 1   /dU\ V "I

(130)   ' - ädrXL1+/' « (ir).+*(«u)J + ' ' ' J-
Part III. Potential-apsides

11. Potential-apsides in general. For the consideration of potential-ap-

sides, we have, by (16) and (15),

d2V
(131) —■ = M*. X, E),

at'

(132) Mx, X, £) = 2(73 - F)Fi)XiX' - ViV\

Let 0 be an ordinary point, with respect to F, for a motion with total

energy E; that is, it is not a position of instantaneous rest, nor a position of

equilibrium, nor a pole of V. Then if X* is tangent to F = const., we have, by

(25),
(133) VijW = k(V, X)(FiFi)1/2,

where k(V, X) is the curvature of the equipotential surface for the direction

X', positive when the surface is concave on the side from which the line of force

( — F1') proceeds. But

(134) (VW2 = X,

the magnitude of the force; therefore

(135) M*, X, E) = X{2(E- V)k(V, X) - X}.
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Accordingly we may state the following result :

Theorem XL For motion with total energy E, an ordinary point belongs to

the region of minimum potential-apsides if the curvature of the equipotential sur-

face at the point idefined as in §4) is greater than

X
(136) ->K 2(£ - V)

for every direction in the surface, X being the magnitude of the force; and the

point belongs to the region of maximum potential-apsides if the curvature is less

than this quantity for every direction in the surface. Every point at which the

equipotential surface is convex on the side from which the line of force issues be-

longs to the region of maximum potential-apsides*

12. Potential-apsides for flat manifolds with homogeneous potential en-

ergy. Let us now suppose that the manifold is flat, and that, in terms of the

normal coordinates for which the kinetic energy is of the form (56), the po-

tential energy V is homogeneous of degree n in the coordinates. For these

coordinates covariant differentiation reduces to ordinary differentiation.

Then F< is homogeneous of degree n — l, and F<,- is homogeneous of degree

n — 2. As we proceed along a radial geodesic from 0, we have therefore

(137) V = (-) (V)i, Vi = (-J    iVi)x, Vij = (-J    <ytl)u

where the subscript (1) denotes evaluation at the point where the radial

geodesic cuts the sphere r = rx. Thus, by (132), for any point on this geodesic,

(138) fv(x,\E) = (Pj      |2£(F<yX*X0i - (j-) (2F ' 7<>X<X' +:W)i|,

where the values of X* at r = rx are obtained by parallel propagation, X*' being

(since the manifold is flat) constants along the geodesic. Thus, as r ranges

from 0 to oo , \pv vanishes (for assigned X') at most once, and that for r satis-

fying
(¿Ym 2E(Vii\i\')x

(139) \rj ==  (2F-F<)XiX' + F,Fi)i'

or by (133) and (134), if X{ is tangential to the equipotential surfaces,

(F)i   , (X)i
(wo) - =-^r + 2EikiV, X))i

* Cf. Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 360.
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where (X)i is the intensity and (k(V,\))i the curvature of the equipotential

surface at r = fi on the geodesic, counted positive if the surface is concave on

the side from which the line of force issues.

If the equipotential surface at r = rx on the geodesic has a single-signed

curvature for all tangential directions \\ then (140) determines a region on

the radial geodesic belonging to the critical region; it is bounded by the two

points corresponding to the values of r obtained from (140) when we substi-

tute in turn for (k(V, X))x its greatest and least values.

We may express our results in a slightly simpler form if the values of 22

are such that there exists a surface of instantaneous rest F = 22. We shall then

take ri at the intersection of the radial geodesic with this surface, and employ

a subscript (E) to denote evaluation at this point. Equation (140) then be-

comes

(X)e E (X)e
-,  or — = 1 -\-.
2E(k(V, \))E V 2E(k(V, \))e

We may state our result as follows :

Theorem XII. When the manifold of configurations is flat and the potential

energy is homogeneous of degree n in the normal coordinates, any radial geodesic

drawn from the origin has at most one segment contained in the critical region

with respect to potential-apsides ; the other two parts of the geodesic belong one to

the region of minimum apsides and the other to the region of maximum apsides.

The bounding surfaces of the critical region are given by (140) in the manner

described above. If the total energy is such that the surface of instantaneous rest

(V = E) exists, the bounding surfaces of the critical region are given by the polar

equations

(142)

/.        (X)e\-^r = rE\ 1 H->       ,
I 2EkE" )

where rE is the distance from O to the surface F = 22, along the direction of the

radial geodesic along which r is measured, (X)E is the intensity at the point where

this geodesic cuts F = 22 and kB', kE" are respectively the least and greatest

curvatures (with signs attributed according to the convention described above) of

the surface V = E,for arbitrary tangential directions.

To determine whether the region adjacent to O (on an assigned geodesic)

belongs to the region of minimum or maximum apsides, we have to examine

(uo e
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the sign of yV (as given by (138)) as r tends to zero. We may write (138) in

the form

(143) Mx,\E)~(X)i(^X    ^2E(kiV,\))i-(jXiX + 2VkiV,\))i\.

As r tends to zero, the first or the second term dominates according as n is

positive or negative. We shall leave out of consideration the case « = 0. The

following results are then immediate:

Theorem XIII. When the manifold of configurations is flat and the potential

energy is homogeneous of degree n in normal coordinates, the potential-apsides in

the part of a conical region R adjacent to the origin are minimum apsides, under

any of the following circumstances:

(i) n >0, £>0; in R the equipotential surfaces have positive curvature ij.e.

are concave on the side from which the line of forces issues) ; or

(ii) n>0, £<0; in R the equipotential surfaces have negative curvature (i.e.

are convex on the side from which the line of force issues) ; or

(iii) n<0; in R the value of —2Vk(y, X) exceeds the intensity X, for all

directions X' tangential to the equipotential surfaces.

The pctential-apsides in R are maximum apsides under the following circum-

stances :

(i) n >0, £>0; in R the equipotential surfaces have negative curvature;

(ii) «>0, £<0; in R the equipotential surfaces have positive curvature;

(iii) w<0; in R the value of —2Vk(y, X) is less than the intensity X,for all

directions X" tangential to the equipotential surfaces.

It is clear that the critical region reduces to a surface when the number of

degrees of freedom of the system is two, or when the equipotential surfaces

are spheres. It is interesting to investigate the significance of the above re-

sults in the case of a particle performing finite stable oscillations in a plane,

the potential energy being
1 / x2      y2\

(144) F = -( — + — ).
2\a2      b2)

Here n = 2, and the critical curve, separating the region of minimum apsides

from that of maximum apsides, has the polar equation (141) or

(145) -   =1 +
(t)*

ÍX)e

2EkE

where kE is the curvature of the equipotential curve V = E, or

x2      y2

(146) - + ~ = 2E,
a2      b2
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at the point Q where it is met by the radius vector along which r is measured;

kB will be positive. We have
1     p3 2£

(147) kE =-—> (X)E =-,
4£2 a2b2 p

where p is the perpendicular from O on the tangent at Q to the ellipse (146) ;

thus (145) gives

(7)
4£2a2i2 rEp2

(148) —    = 1 +
p* (p* + 4E2a2b2Y>2

as the polar equation of the critical curve; in parametric form the curve is

a2&(2£)1/2cos0

(a2b2 + (b2 cos2 6 + a2 sin2 0)2)1'2 '

(149)
aè2(2£)1/2sin0

7 ~ (a2b2 + (b2 cos2 6 + a2 sin2 0)2)1'2 '

We note that when b = a, so that the equipotentials are circles, and potential-

apsides become confounded with radial-apsides, we have for the critical circle

(150) r = rE/21'2,

agreeing with the result of Theorem IV.

13. Potential-apsides near a surface of instantaneous rest.  For motion

with total energy 22 the surface

(151) V = £

is a surface of instantaneous rest. The F-apsidal function at a point on this

surface is, by (132),

(152) fa = - ViV* < 0.

Hence we have the result

Theorem XIV. All potential-apsides near a surface of instantaneous rest are

maximum apsides.

14. Potential-apsides near a position of equilibrium. Let O be a position of

equilibrium, for which we choose V = 0. We have then

(153) (V)o = 0, (Vi)0 = 0.

Let us take any point P, with which there is associated a unit vector X". Let

us draw the geodesic OP (of length r), and let pl be the unit vector tangent to

this geodesic. Then, defining X{ along OP by parallel propagation, we may

develop \pv (given by (132)) as a power series in r. Thus we obtain
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y¡>v = E(ao + air + a2r2 +•■•)+ ¿V2 + b3r3 + • • • ,

2(FilXiX0o,

2(ViiHV\>p*i)0,

2
—(Viik,.. .»„X'A V ■ • • Pk")o (n = 2, 3, • • • ) ;
»!

- (Vi,K\í)0(VkiPkPl)o - (Vijp'VtXpkh,

- -(Vi,\^Vk,...knP^ •••/**"+ nVijkl\i\ipk^Vkl...knpk' ■ ■ V»+ • • •
«!\

«(« — 1) \
H-Vijkl...kn_2\i\>pk' ■ ■ ■ pk»~'Vkn_1k„pk"-ipk»)

2! Jo

1
-(nViklpk>Vik>-■•*»/!*, ■ ■ ■ pkn+ ■ ■ ■

»!

+ »F«,...*^*« • • ■ Pk"-Wik»pkJo (» = 3, 4, ■ • • ).

We observe that if F is a minimum at Ó, a0 is positive for arbitrary (X%;

moreover in this case E is necessarily positive. On the other hand, if F is a

maximum at 0, a0 is negative, but 22 may be positive or negative. Hence we

may state the following result:

Theorem XV. In the immediate neighborhood of a position of stable equilib-

rium, all the potential-apsides are minimum apsides. In the immediate neigh-

borhood of a position of equilibrium for which V is a maximum, all the potential-

apsides are maximum apsides if Eis positive.

We have not included in this theorem a statement for the case where F is

a maximum and E is negative, because we are at present only concerned with

the state of affairs when r tends to zero, E being fixed. Under the above cir-

cumstances, the region for which r tends to zero (the immediate neighborhood

of 0) lies in the region for which 22- F< 0, and is therefore forbidden to the

system.

When we employ the function xpv to determine the regions of minimum

and maximum apsides, we are only interested in those vectors X* which are

tangential to the equipotential surfaces. The preceding method for the cal-

culation of \pv (in which X* is propagated parallelly along the radial geodesic)

does not lend itself to the realisation of this condition. We shall therefore in-

(154)

where

00

ai

bx =

(155)

bn =
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troduce another law of propagation of X*, which will ensure the satisfaction

of the condition

(156) FiX* = 0,

at all points of the radial geodesic.

Let us draw another radial geodesic, adjacent to OP, and let r/* be the in-

finitesimal displacement-vector from a point on OP to the point on the other

geodesic where F has the same value. The relation

(157) F,V = 0

is then satisfied along OP. The equation of geodesic deviation is*

(158) — + R'.ikiP'Vp' - ep< = 0,
8r2

where 6 depends on the nature of the correspondence between the points of

the two geodesies. From (157) we derive

(159) Vi— +F«ify-0>
ôr

5Y Sri*
(160) Vi —- + 2Fi3--p' + Vijktpip* = 0,

8r2 ôr

and hence, multiplying (158) by F», we have

(161) 8-Vip< = R\jklVip'nkPl - 2Vii — p'- - Fííít/Vp*,
or

where
dV

(162) Vip< =-
dr

Let us define the unit vector X¿ by

(163) \i = r,i/y]    (r,2 = ,,¡7,0;

X* satisfies (156) along OP. Differentiating (156), we have

ÔX*
(164) Vi-+ FijXV = 0,

ôr

* Cf. Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. 39A (1929), p. 14, for a simple derivation of

the formula, first obtained (for a general correspondence) by Levi-Civita^Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 97 (1926), p. 315.
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and therefore at O, since F< = 0 there,

(165) (F,7XV)o = 0.

Further, it is evident that the vectors (ôti*/o>)o and (X*)o are codirectional,

so that we may put

(166) (^f)    = «(X*)o,
\ôr /o

where e is a constant which tends to zero as the neighboring geodesic tends to

coincidence with OP.

Equations (158) (with substitution for 6 from (161)), together with the

boundary conditions (166) and

(167) (r/Oo = 0,

determine the infinitesimal displacement vector ?,* along OP, and hence the

unit vector X*, the initial value (X% satisfying (165).

Now we have
2(£- F)Fi;-7,y

(168) yV = —-1—!—L _ ViV\
r,2

The various terms occurring may be expanded in power series in r. As the cal-

culation soon becomes intricate, we shall only calculate a few terms explicitly.

Differentiating (161), we have

dB dV       d2V        i
-r-0— = R.jkimVip'r,kplPm + R.iktVimP'vkP-lPm
dr   dr dr2

i St,* St,* 5V
(169) + R.mVip'—pl - 2Vijk-p'pk - 2Va-P''

ôr hr ôr2

—  V%iklT)lp'pkpl   —   Vijk — p'pk,

Or

which gives, on putting r = 0, and using (153), (158) and (166),

/d2V\
(e)o(-     = - 2t(Viik\ip'pk)o - 2(Viipip'6)o<- ^(ViikX'p^o,

\dr2 Jo
(170)

(0)o = - eiVijk\ipipk)o/id2V/dr2)o id2V/dr2 = F^'pO-

Differentiating (169), and putting r = 0, we obtain

/d&\ /d2V\ /d3V\ i
4(T-)   TT) + 6W°(Tt)  - HR-ikiVimP'\kplPm)o

\drJo\dr2 Jo \dr3 Jo
(171)

- 4e(Fi,-*(XVpy)o,
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or

(172)

/d0\  /d2V\2       3e N /d3V\ ,   i /d2V\

\dr/o\dr2/o       2 \dr3J0 \dr2J0

/d2V\

Therefore we have

(173) 0 = e(a0 + air + asr2 + • • ■ ),

where
/ViJk\xP1Pk\

a° ~   ~ \ d2V/dr2 )o

3 /Viik^WpKd'V/dr3)^       /£*,tiFimM?XVV"\

01 ~ T\        (d2V/dr2)2        )o     \        d2V/dr2        )o

I VijklKiPiPkpl\

~\    d2V/dr2    )o

Let us now expand r¡2; we have

(175) v2 = W»1 = eKhr2 + b3r3 + V4 + •••),

where
1/St,,-   &,*\

02  = -1-1     =   1,
€2\5r     8r Jo

l/8rn  82t\ 1 /T<«AVm*\
h - 7x17 4 = 7(Xi*iö)o = Moaa = - (x^m)<^F7^)0

(176) 1/1    8r,{ 5V     J_ 8hu 8hf\

4 _ e2\3    o>    Sr3       4   Sr2   Sr2J0

1 1 1
= —(Xi/xOofli-(RuuX'pWp^o + — ao2.

3 3 4
Also

(177) FiflV = e2(c2r2 + c3r3 +•••),

where, by virtue of (165),

1/      5^   ai?'\
" - 7(""T IT). - <K"VX,)»'

1 / Stj1'   5t)' Stj*  52t7'\
(178) c3 = -( F,„ — —- Pk + Vi}■ — — )   = (F^X'X'^o,

€2\ or    or or    ôr2/o

ci = KFííüX^'mVOo - iaoíF.-yiX'/i'/i^o - UR^uVimP'^Vp^o,
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and

(179) F = d2r2 + d3r3 + ■ ■ ■ ,

where

(180) d2 = \id2V/dr2)o, d3 = \id3V/dr3)o,

and

(181) F,F< = e2r2 + e3r3 -\-,

where

(182)

e2 = iVijp'Vikpk)0,

e3 = iVijkPipkVilpl)o.

Substituting the series in (168), we have

c2 + c3r + ■ ■ •
xbv = 2E-

l + b3r+ ■■■

(183)

tCi + c3r + • • ■ "Ie2 + esr+ ■■■ + 2 ¿2 + d3r + ■ ■ ■ )-■-   .
1 + b3r + ■ ■ ■ J

In this expression, the b's and c's depend on (X*)0, but the a"s and e's do not.

Let us confine our attention to the case where O is a position of staMe

equilibrium, so that F is a minimum at O Hd2V/dr2)o>0), and £>0.

The points on OP for which i/v = 0, for assigned (X% satisfying (165),

will, in general, consist of those points which tend to positions other than O

as £ tends to zero, and that point which tends to zero as £ tends to zero. The

limiting positions of the former are given by equating to zero the* bracket

] in (183) ; the position of the latter is given in terms of £ by a series of the

form

(184) r = E^ifo + fiE"2 + f2E+ ■■■),

in which /o, fi, ■ • • are functions of (X*)0, to be determined in terms of the

coefficients in (183) by the equation

2£(c2 + c3r + Cir2 + ■ ■ ■)

(185) = r2[(l + b3r+ ■■ ■ )(e2 + esr + • • • )

+ 2ic2 + c3r+ ■ ■ .)id2 + d3r+ ■■■)].
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We find

/       2c2      y'2 _ /_2(F,-,XiX')0_y'2

\e2 + 2adi)      ' VFi/M'^Wo + (Vi^)o(d2V/dr2)o)    '

/o2 ( 2c3 1
—- < —- - 2(c2d3 + c3d2) - (b3e2 + e3)>.
2(e2 + 2c2d2) \ /o2 )

We see that/0 and/i do not involve the curvature tensor; f2 will involve it,

through ¿>4 and c4. We are to remember that, by carrying out the process

given, it is possible to compute as many of the /'s as we please as explicit

functions of (X')o, (m*)o, the covariant derivatives of F at 0, and the curva-

ture tensor and its covariant derivatives at 0. To find the range of the critical

region on the radial geodesic OP, defined by (/!%, we are to give to (X%

values consistent with (165) and

(187) (aoVXOo = 1,

but otherwise arbitrary. The critical region on OP is confined between mini-

mum and maximum values of r as given by (184). Hence we may state the

following result:

Theorem XVI. When a system performs oscillations about a position of

stable equilibrium, then, if the total energy E is sufficiently small, there is one

critical region with respect to potential-apsides in the region of motion (V <E),

and it lies between the surfaces whose polar equations are

(188) r = £i'2(/o' + fl E1'2 + fl E + ■ • • ),

(189) r = £"2(/o" + fl'E1'2 +fl'E+ ■■■),

where the single accent denotes minimum values, and the double accent maximum

values, of certain quantities depending on the initial direction (p*)o of the geo-

desic along which r is measured; the minimum and maximum values are with

respect to values of (\')o which are arbitrary but for (165) and (187).

There is rather a remarkable difference with regard to critical regions for

radial-apsides and potential-apsides for oscillations about a position of stable

equilibrium. We have already remarked (§9, after Theorem VII) on the order

of the thickness of the critical region for radial-apsides. The linear dimen-

sions of the ellipsoid V = E axe of the order of E112, and the thickness of the

critical region is of the order of 223/2, showing that as 22 tends to zero, the

volume of the critical region bears to the volume of the region F<22 a vanish-

ing ratio, in fact, a ratio of the order of 22. On the other hand, we see from

(186) that, except under special circumstances, fó and/0" will differ from one

h
(186)

h
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another. The portion of the radial geodesic lying in the critical region will be

of the order of £1/2, which is the order of the radius vector to V = £. Thus, as

£ tends to zero, the volume of the critical region for potential-apsides will

bear to the total volume of the region V <E a limiting ratio which is greater

than zero.

The "special circumstances" alluded to occur when the infinitesimal

quadric

(190) iViùoW = const,

is a sphere. Then we have

(191) iVi,)0 - hiati)o (A = const.),

and therefore

(192) /o = h-1'2,

so that/o' =/o", and the thickness of the shell between the surfaces (188) and

(189) is of the order of E. Thus, as £ tends to zero, the ratio of the volume

of this shell to the total volume of the region F<£ tends to zero (as £1/2).

University of Toronto,

Toronto, Canada


